2020 – 21 NORDIC COMPETITION COMMITTEE

DIRECTOR OF NORDIC / NCC CHAIRPERSON
ZACH HILL

PNSA PRESIDENT
CURT HAMMOND
1407 MATHISON DR
SANDPOINT, ID 83864
RES: 206.949.0922
EMAIL: PRES@PNSA.ORG

PNSA VICE PRESIDENT
JEFF KRAY
728 S MADISON ST
TACOMA, WA 98405
RES: 253.686.2594
EMAIL: VP@PNSA.ORG

SECRETARY
VICKI LONGHINI
2222 HIDDEN VALLEY RD
SANDPOINT, ID 83864
RES: 612.987.3802
EMAIL: VICKI.LONGHINI@GMAIL.COM

ATHLETE REPRESENTATIVE
ZEB MILLSLAGLE

AT LARGE NCC MEMBERS
MINIMUM 1

KONGSBERGER SKI CLUB/ELLENSBURG SKI TEAM
JEFF HASHIMOTO
EMAIL: JEFFHASHIMOTO@GMAIL.COM

LEAVENWORTH WINTER SPORTS CLUB
NANCY BYWATER JOHNSON
EMAIL: NBYWATER@SKILEAVENWORTH.COM

MBSEF
DAN SIMONEAU
EMAIL: DAN@MBSEF.ORG

METHOW VALLEY NORDIC TEAM
LESLIE HALL
EMAIL: MVNTDIRECTOR@GMAIL.COM

MOMENTUM NORTHWEST
COERT VOORHEES
EMAIL: COERT@EXTRABLUE.NET

PLAIN VALLEY NORDIC
PIERRE NIESS
EMAIL: HEADCOACH@SKPlain.COM

SPOKANE NORDIC TEAM
GEORGE BRYANT
EMAIL: SELKIRKXC@YAHOO.COM
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SANDPOINT NORDIC TEAM
VICKI LONGHINI

EMAIL: VICKI.LONGHINI@GMAIL.COM

TEACUP NORDIC
KARL ANDERSSON

EMAIL: FLODUTTERKARL@GMAIL.COM

ALL PNSA MEMBER CLUBS, WHO HAVE PAID THEIR DUES AND ARE NOT REPRESENTED BY A COMMITTEE CHAIR, WILL HAVE ONE AT-LARGE NCC MEMBER.